
AWS Compliance Case Study: Cognia 
 

 

About Cognia 
Cognia is a telecommunications recording company that specializes in the capture and analysis of 

voice and data communications. Cognia offers a unique cloud architecture to develop voice and data 

solutions in the cloud.  Cognia’s secure, global communication services platform, transforms the cost 

and ease by which organizations can control, capture, and analyze voice and non-voice 

communications across distributed workforces. 

The Challenge 
As a service provider, Cognia must comply with Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security 

Standard (DSS) so its customers can process payment card data and maintain PCI DSS compliant 

environments.  

Ian Hook, Chief Operating Officer at Cognia, explains that “PCI compliance and the wider issue of 

data security are becoming increasingly important to our customers. As a service provider, the 

challenge we address on behalf of our customers is that of how to protect their end customers’ 

payment card information from fraud, without the cost and complexity of traditional on-site 

measures.”  

When looking into options to address these challenges, Cognia found that on-premise systems 

added additional burden to the PCI compliance challenge. Hook explains that “the on-premise 

systems traditionally employed for compliance can be costly, time-consuming, and inflexible, and 

offerings from today’s hosted providers all too often replicate the costs and scalability issues 

inherent with on-site systems.” 

In addition to considering Cognia’s customers’ challenges with operating a PCI DSS compliant 

environment, Hook explains that Cognia’s own challenge was “to build a secure, cost-effective PCI-

compliance service that could fully leverage a true cloud infrastructure, for fast, simple deployment 

across single or multiple customer sites.” 

http://www.cognia.com/
http://www.cognia.com/


Why Amazon Web Services 
Hook explains why Cognia initially considered Amazon Web Services (AWS) to host its PCI 

compliant environment: “Cognia was looking not just for a cloud computing environment, but a 

complete ecosystem of services, tools and features. After evaluating the existing cloud service 

providers it was clear that only AWS offered the flexibility and range of tools to facilitate building the 

highly scalable and powerful platform that we required.” 

Cognia worked with their Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) to conduct a detailed analysis of their 

platform against the PCI DSS requirements.  The QSA utilized the AWS PCI Compliance Package 

(including the AWS PCI Attestation of Compliance (AoC) and the AWS PCI Responsibility Summary) 

to understand the shared responsibility between AWS and Cognia. Hook notes “our QSA was 

involved from day one, which meant that Cognia was able to rapidly develop and validate the 

designs and processes employed for PCI DSS compliance. A good working relationship with a QSA 

is critical.” 

Through the shared responsibility model, AWS can make it easier to achieve PCI compliance by 

reducing your responsibility to meet compliance requirements associated with infrastructure security.  

Hook explains that “AWS removed almost the entire burden of compliance with PCI DSS Section 9 - 

Physical Security, often one of the most significant challenges in a traditional shared/ dedicated 

hosting environment.” 

In addition to relief from physical security compliance requirements, AWS also provides many pre-

certified tools which can be leveraged to build a comprehensive PCI compliant environment. Cognia 

was able to provide the necessary segmentation and security for their PCI compliant service by 

combining their in-house developed security tools with AWS security features and Amazon Virtual 

Private Cloud (Amazon VPC).  

Hook shared that “our QSA was satisfied that services such as S3 were PCI-compliant, so what 

remained was providing proof that we were controlling access to these resources correctly, and that 

we are able to prove who has access to these files.”  

The Benefits 
Cognia has achieved PCI DSS Level 1 compliance for their cloud environment. As a service 

provider, Cognia can pass along this benefit to its customers as a competitive advantage.  Hook 



explains that “externally validated compliance helps us address a growing need from organizations 

that require voice-based PCI compliance payment services, but have been frustrated by the cost, 

complexity, and lack of scalability offered by current market solutions. By building on AWS, we are in 

a unique position in terms of our customer offering. The reach and flexibility of AWS enabled us to 

develop a global, highly scalable recording and PCI compliance platform, which can serve any size 

of customer, regardless of location.” 

Achieving PCI DSS compliance has helped enable Cognia to deliver a certified environment for 

payment processing services. This reduces the compliance burden on their customers and provides 

added security for highly sensitive payment card data. Hook adds that “it also gives our customers – 

whether or not they are directly affected by PCI – added reassurance about security, in particular 

those moving their business critical operations and highly sensitive data to the cloud for the first 

time.” 

In addition to security and compliance benefits achieved through AWS, Cognia has also realized 

significant cost-saving benefits that allow the company to operate efficiently and maintain a 

competitive edge in the marketplace. Hook notes that “the cost benefits realized by our multi-

tenanted platform give us a significant advantage over competitors relying on hardware or per-

customer hosted deployments. AWS helps eliminate the capital expenditure costs normally involved 

in finding a suitable hosting facility, equipment, building, assessing and running the infrastructure.” 

Next Step 
To learn more about how AWS can help you achieve compliance in the cloud, explore the reference 

whitepapers and compliance program information on the AWS Compliance site: 

https://aws.amazon.com/compliance. 

If you’re ready to assess AWS for migrating PCI compliant workloads to the cloud, start by 

requesting the AWS PCI Compliance Package (AWS PCI Attestation of Compliance (AoC) report 

and the AWS PCI Responsibility Summary) by contacting your business development representative 

or submitting a request here. 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/
https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/contact/
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